FAQs

What subjects are covered in the live 3-day weekend crash course? The live course covers every subject of internal medicine from basics to complicated scenarios. Differential diagnosis and management is discussed in a stepwise approach. Course binders are provided, which you can revise for your exam. The sessions are very interactive. Hundreds of MCQs with explanations of each choice are discussed and numerous clinical and radiological images are reviewed. We provide all the updated and essential information you need to pass your exam.

Why is Medicine Review my best choice? Over the past fourteen years, nearly 100% of participants have passed the ABIM exam.
• The course is held live in five cities (2020). You can pick any of the sites for participation, or choose more than one site if your schedule doesn’t allow you to attend all of the days at one site (based on seating availability).

Does Medicine Review offer anything besides the 3-day live course? Yes. In addition to our live weekend crash course, we offer the Medicine Review Courses App, excepted from our live course, and the Medicine Review QA1500™—more than 1,500 questions and answers for ongoing study and review. Both products are available online or as apps for your devices, and the online version is free with your paid course registration. They’re available for purchase on our website and are a great way to see if our comprehensive live course might be right for you.

Why should I take the live course if I can study online or on my device with the IMR Course App or QA1500?™ The live course offers much more than either of our supplemental products. Hundreds of additional questions, exercises, pick and match questions, and images are discussed. Plus, there’s the value of studying interactively with other doctors. The live course is intense and high yield. It is very unlikely you would pass the ABIM exam by using the Medicine Review Course App or QA1500 alone.

How do I register by mail? Fill out the form on this brochure and mail it with payment to: Medicine Review, 1266 Meadowbrook Rd., Lancaster PA 17603. We will confirm by email.

How do I register online? Go to MedicineReview.com and click on the blue REGISTER NOW button on the left side of the page. You will be taken to the registration page. Read the instructions for the course location you want and click REGISTER. Below the live courses you may also purchase the Medicine Review Online Selected Course, with selected material from the live courses, and our QA1500.

After registration, how long does it take to get the password for online QA? It takes 2-3 business days for completion of the registration process. An access password will be included in the email confirming your registration. The password is provided to you alone with your paid registration and should not be shared. Access to the QA will continue until you take your exam.

Are course discounts available? Yes, several discounts are available. See the Register by Mail form at left, or contact us online at info@MedicineReview.com for more information.

Can you suggest additional reading or preparation? Yes. You can also practice with the MISAP® self-assessment test. Plus, while numerous clinical and radiological images are reviewed during our live course, you can do additional study with the Atlas of Internal Medicine by Braunwald.

What if I have to cancel? Can I get a refund? Yes. If you cancel at least 14 days prior to the course you will receive the balance of your tuition fee after deducting a $50 processing fee. There is no refund for cancellations within 14 days of the course. A written notice is required by email for cancellations.

Is your course guaranteed? Yes: We have a “100% Pass Guarantee.” If you fail your ABIM exam, you can participate in our course again at no charge. To take advantage of our guarantee, send us written verification from ABIM of your test results. Please note that our pass rate is better than many older and more expensive courses.
Board Review Courses for 2020

Schedule & Topics

Courses are three days long. Hours are 8am to 6pm on all three days. The schedule is the same for all locations.

Morning Sessions 8am-12:30pm (Break from 10:15 to 10:30)
Lunch 12:30pm-1:15pm There are several local dining options to choose from.
Afternoon Sessions 1:30pm-6:30pm (Break from 3:15 to 3:45)

For more details, email info@MedicineReview.com

Why Choose iMedicine Review?

You’ll get comprehensive training presented in a unique and highly effective way.

• Improve your fast-taking skills with numerous active SIM patient cases and sample test questions.
• Get prepared to meet the specific challenges of the multiple-branch ABEAM exam.
• Familiarize yourself with clinical pearls used in internal medicine, family medicine, and critical care.
• Prepare by reviewing an extensive library of updated questions, including all specialties of internal medicine.
• Assess your strengths and weaknesses by reviewing the multiple choice format of the exams. Various questions based on radiology, PFTs, EKGs, CT scans, and dermatology will be covered, along with graphics and numerous pictures you might encounter.

Training is thorough but up to date. With Medicine Review, you’ll receive state-of-the-art presentation for the ABEAM exam. Learn the comprehensive approach to management of diseases based on current guidelines. This course offers 30 Category 2 CME hours.

An unparalleled success rate. For 14 years straight, over 90% of participants have passed and become certified or recertified.

Lower tuition costs, yet more effective than some older, established courses. Discounts are available for CHIME Residents and Resident Representatives of Internal Medicine.

Course Director
Shahid Rehmani, MD, FACGP.FHM, who has tutored scores of medical residents to help them pass the critical ABEAM board exams.

Residents. For more information about iMedicine Review, please contact us at info@MedicineReview.com or visit our website at www.iMedicineReview.com.

Read what our students have to say:

Fantastic course! Simply the best.
Resident Representative, New York Presbyterian Hospital, Columbia Campus, Washington, DC

A superb way of learning medicine.
Resident Representative, Johns Hopkins University, Bloomberg Medical Center Program, Baltimore, MD

The images and videos made every aspect clearer and understandable.
Chief Resident, Yale Internal Medicine Program, CT

Highly focused.
Chief Resident, University of Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia, PA

Our whole third-year class took the course and everyone passed.
Resident, University of Connecticut, Farmington, CT

I have asked my whole class of residents to participate in this course.
Chief Resident, Staten Island University, Staten Island, NY

Studied and information were very comprehensive. Loved it.
Resident, Albert Einstein COM, Montefiore Program, Bronx, NY

Faculty very open for suggestions and discussing controversial topics. Greatest, excellent course.
Resident Representative, Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia, PA

Fill-in-the-blanks and images with key points made this course great.
Resident, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH

The course summaries are the best. It’s all we need to know to prepare for the board. The images-based discussion was unique.
Resident, Hartford Hospital, Hartford, CT

Every aspect of the course was great: location, handouts, and price.
Resident, UPMC Mercy Hospital, Pittsburgh, PA

Residency programs. For further info, email info@MedicineReview.com.

Your satisfaction is guaranteed. We provide a 100% guarantee. In the highly unlikely event that you fail the exam, you can participate again for free.

Five convenient course locations.
In 2020 our courses will be conducted at five venues. Four of them perfect for our travel requirements for those on the East Coast, and all five just a short plane flight from anywhere in the US.

Who should take the course?
• Medical Residents preparing to take the ABEAM Certification Exam for the first time.
• Physicians preparing for the ABEAM Recertification Exam.
• Medical Residents preparing for in-service exams.
• Physicians seeking CME; our course offers 50 Category 2 CME hours.

Nurse Practitioners and Physician Assistants

Providing practical internal medicine reviews.

iMedicine Review Apps

The first and only complete internal medicine review app on iPhone/iPod. This app contains high-quality content material created by our clinical editors. Get a comprehensive tool that’s 100% free, and a tool that you purchase from the i store. Or from the i store on iPod/iPhone.

This comprehensive review is designed for internal medicine residents, practicing internists, and all physicians who are preparing for in-service and Board Certification in Internal Medicine.

The course is also used to prep for internal medicine in-service exams, internal medicine components of the UMSL and USMLE, and for international internal medicine examinations including MRCP, PLAB, MRCP, MOCQE, or FRACGP. Enhance your knowledge on the day-to-day practice of Internal Medicine.

iMedicine ReviewQA1500 App

Ask any question you have about Internal Medicine. It is a database that has been developed so you access more than 1,500 study and review questions. More FAQs are added periodically.

Testimonials: The best review course is an invaluable in my ABEAM prep. I am thrilled with the organization. Medicine Review is responsible for any errors or omissions or consequences that may occur as a result of information from the Comprehensive Course, Medicine Review Course App, or iMedicine Review Course. Medicine Review and its affiliates will assume no responsibility for information or advice presented on this website or obtained through any of the above-mentioned courses.

The above information has been prepared based on the most comprehensive and current training guidelines. Locations in further suggestions can be reached at Medicine Review’s website www.iMedicineReview.com. Please note that communication with Medicine Review is conducted via email and the iMedicineReview.com platform.